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If one were to ask a building owner, manager or
tenant, “Which building systems would you consider the
most important?”, they would most certainly respond

with, “The building’s life safety systems”.

The on-site

property management and operation team’s direct and
proactive commitment is paramount in order to ensure the
effective design, upgrades, maintenance, testing and
operation of the building’s fire and life safety systems.
An overview of conventional building fire and life safety systems are outlined below. Most of these
components are in place at the typical commercial building, while all of them may be installed
at larger or newer facilities, having more extensive and current life safety system requirements
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In managing the building’s life safety and fire system programs, the preferred organizational
structure entails the formal appointment of a Life Safety Director and Deputy Life Safety
Director. In certain municipalities, by example, New York City, the appointment of a

full-time Fire Safety Director (FSD) is a legal requirement. Building owner-operators have a
variety of expertise and resources available in order to effectively develop, oversee and
administer their respective building’s fire system operations & maintenance programs.
The local Fire Department, National Fire Codes, Fire Protection Engineer (FPE) Consultant,
and Licensed Fire System Service Contractor embody the four elements of an effective
building fire system operations and maintenance program.

“Four Foundation
Elements” of an
effective fire system
operations and
maintenance program
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Recently acquired and managed properties, should have the fire systems verified for
code-compliant design and operation during, and immediately following, the due diligence and
building operations transition process.

A complete assessment, of each fire system’s

configuration, through review of as-built drawings and physical inventory of all associated
components, should be conducted. It is not uncommon to find system deficiencies, ranging
from deferred maintenance, malfunctioning or missing components.

The local fire

department, fire protection engineer (FPE) consultant, as well as the company’s preferred fire
system contractor, should all be considered, for their expertise and assistance, as required.
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FIRE ALARM | FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Upon verification of the building’s fire system code-compliant design and operation, an
inspection, testing, service and maintenance program should be established in accordance
with the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) - local fire department laws, and applicable
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) codes. Two principal NFPA codes, that govern a
major portion of the commercial real estate sector’s fire alarm, detection and protection

system services, are: NFPA 25 Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of
Water-Based Fire Protection Systems and NFPA 72 National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code.
Like the fire system design verification process, the manager’s systematic, organized testing
and maintenance program may reveal system design deficiencies, missing components or
deferred maintenance and inspections.

Available in the BuildingsOne documents and

templates library, are best practice “Fire Alarm Systems” and “Fire Protection Systems”
Technical Service Contracts {word templates} that include a contract exhibit, with
representative fire system components and associated testing and maintenance frequencies.

FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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FIRE SYSTEMS - OPERATING & MAINTENANCE POLICIES
Immediately following each scheduled inspection and maintenance service, the

contractor’s service record documentation should be closely reviewed against the
owner-contractor agreement scope of services. This should include a review of the
fire system’s equipment and component inventory to ensure appropriate devices were
tested and any defects or inspection deficiencies corrected as a matter of priority.

Written policies & procedures should be in place covering the step-by-step actions
required, of building operators-engineers, during the maintenance, testing and daily
operation of the building’s life safety and fire systems. These procedures should

include the recommended actions in case of fire system equipment or component
“impairment” (deficiency). Procedures, in advance of any system deficiency, are critical
to the timeliness and effectiveness of the operator-engineer’s decision process.
While certain fire system design and operating applications may involve technical
challenges, the commercial real estate professional’s proactive and disciplined
direction and utilization, of available life safety program resources, represents the best
solution to the owner-operator’s well-executed life safety program.
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